Sir, 

Dermoscopy is the newest noninvasive diagnostic tool in clinical practice today. Here, we highlight a new dermoscopic sign in polymorphous light eruption that has varied clinical presentations.

**CASE REPORTS**

**Case 1**

A 65-year-old female presented with itchy lesions on her forearms and arms since 3 weeks. The subject gave history of aggravated itching on sun exposure. Clinical examination revealed erythematous and scaly plaques on bilateral forearms and arms (Fig. 1).

On the basis of history and clinical examination, a diagnosis of polymorphous light eruption was made. Dermoscopy of the lesions characteristically exhibited white scales that were circular in shape, resembling a ring. Thus, dermoscopy showed ring scales in polymorphous light eruption (Fig. 2).

**Case 2**

A 28-year-old male presented with itchy and scaly lesions on the arms since a month. On sun-exposed areas, the itching was exacerbated. Clinical examination showed hypopigmented, scaly lesions on the arms (Fig. 3A).

A clinical diagnosis of polymorphous light eruption was made. Dermoscopy was performed to confirm our previous finding and similar ring-shaped scales were seen through the dermoscope (Fig. 3B).
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**Figs 2A to C:** (A) Dermoscopy of Case 1 exhibiting ring scales; (B) magnified view of ring scales; and (C) scale crust atop the stratum corneum corresponds to ring scale seen on dermoscopy in polymorphous light eruption
Case 3
A 19-year-old female complained of lesions since 20 days. The subject gave history of exacerbation of itching on sun exposure. On clinical examination, there were erythematous and white-colored papules, a few coalescing to form a plaque (Fig. 4A).

Thus, a diagnosis of polymorphous light eruption was made on the basis of history and clinical examination. Dermoscopy of the papules and the plaque revealed ring-shaped scales (Fig. 4B).

DISCUSSION
Polymorphous light eruption is one of the most common photodermatoses affecting the sun-exposed areas. It has a polymorphous presentation ranging from pruritic erythematous papules to hypopigmented plaques to rarely papulovesicles. Dermoscopy of polymorphous light eruption showed an interesting finding in the form of white-colored circular scales. These white-colored circular scales were continuous, arranged in a ring-shaped manner with central clearing against a ochre to light brown background. These ring scales correspond clinically to circular papules resolving with desquamation. The ring scales on dermoscopy correspond to the scale crust seen atop the stratum corneum on histopathology of polymorphous light eruption.

The ring scales on dermoscopy of light eruption differ from the collarette scales on dermoscopy of pityriasis rosea. The scales in pityriasis rosea are also peripherally...
arranged; however, they are yellow in color and are seen against a yellowish background.³

Polymorphous light eruption in most cases is a clinical diagnosis. However, due to its varied clinical presentation, it may mimic pityriasis versicolor, guttate psoriasis, pityriasis lichenoides chronica, or even pityriasis rosea. In such cases, the dermoscopic finding of ring scale is of vital importance as ring scale is not seen in either of these conditions. Dermoscopy of guttate psoriasis exhibits whitish noncircular scales with dotted vessels.⁴ Interestingly, pityriasis lichenoides chronica on dermoscopy does not exhibit scales at all but orange yellow structureless areas, dotted and linear irregular vessels, whitish areas if there is postinflammatory hypopigmentation.⁵ Dermoscopy of pityriasis versicolor demonstrates white scales that are confined to the skin furrows against a pigmented, brown network, thus giving a reticulated appearance.⁶

This new dermoscopic finding in polymorphous light eruption helps to delineate it from similar clinical presentations. More cases need to be examined dermoscopically to further establish ring scales as diagnostic for polymorphous light eruption.
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